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Part 1: Bio-GO-SHIP 
Sustained Global Scale Biological Observations

Are marine biodiversity and ecosystem 
functions affected by climate change?

Bio-GO-
SHIP baseline change= +

Website: biogoship.org

There are other groups that are doing physical and chemical measurements (GO-SHIP)



Bio-GO-SHIP – international program



Sequenced In progress

Aim to cover the globe in 10 years – and then repeat!





Future warming
Stratification

Nutrients Nutrients

Large potential impact on marine life and carbon 
sequestration

Uncertainty: 
1. Physical link between warming and stratification
2. Ecosystem resilience



The ocean is changing

Microbial growth environment

Temperature
pH
Light
Oxygen
Nutrient
Carbon substrates

High uncertainty in changes to many environmental conditions
High uncertainty in changes to growth and production



Observations (GLODAP)

CMIP6 models
(historical run)
(log10 transformed)

Comparison between obs and models

RMSE~1.5 -> average 17x off

Bias =-1 -> Model 10x too low
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Classic ideas about nutrient limitation

Surface phytoplankton growth is commonly 
limited by nutrients

• Nitrogen, Phosphorus, or Iron (Fe)

Liebig’s Law of the Minimum
• One primary limiting nutrient

N is thought to be the primary limiting resource in 
most of the ocean

N P
Fe

Minimum



Nutrient addition experiments show complex 
variation in limiting nutrient

N limitation

Fe limitation

P limitation

Moore et al, Processes and patterns of oceanic nutrient limitation. 2013. 

Inner circle is 1˚ and outer is 2˚ limitation

Background is [nitrate]

1. Mostly N limitation

2. Fe limitation in places with high nitrate

3. P co-limitation in N Atlantic Ocean

4. Co-limitation is common but…



Short-term nutrient addition experiments may not capture 
the impact and trade-offs of these biological processes

Evolution and ecology of nutrient traits

Physiology and Evolution:
Improved nutrient uptake affinity 
(overexpression of transporters)
Access to alternative forms 
(organically bound)
Frugal use to lower demand (loss 
of function requiring this 
resource)

Ecology:
Invasion of species with less need 
or improved uptake
New functional types (e.g., 
presence of N-fixers)



Gene gain and loss important for adaptation to nutrient regimes

Nitrogen

Iron

Populations switch from using 
ammonia->urea->nitrite->nitrate

Populations have gained siderophore transporters or 
lost Fe containing proteins under Fe stress
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The cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus is the numerically dominant
phototroph in the oligotrophic oceans. This group consists of
multiple ecotypes that are physiologically and phylogenetically
distinct and occur in different abundances along environmental
gradients. Here we examine adaptations to phosphate (P) limita-
tion among ecotypes. First, we used DNA microarrays to identify
genes involved in the P-starvation response in two strains belong-
ing to different ecotypes, MED4 (high-light-adapted) and MIT9313
(low-light-adapted). Most of the up-regulated genes under P star-
vation were unique to one strain. In MIT9313, many ribosomal
genes were down-regulated, suggesting a general stress response
in this strain. We also observed major differences in regulation. The
P-starvation-induced genes comprise two clusters on the chromo-
some, the first containing the P master regulator phoB and most
known P-acquisition genes and the second, absent in MIT9313,
containing genes of unknown function. We examined the organi-
zation of the phoB gene cluster in 11 Prochlorococcus strains
belonging to diverse ecotypes and found high variability in gene
content that was not congruent with rRNA phylogeny. We hy-
pothesize that this genome variability is related to differences in P
availability in the oceans from which the strains were isolated.
Analysis of a metagenomic library from the Sargasso Sea supports
this hypothesis; most Prochlorococcus cells in this low-P environ-
ment contain the P-acquisition genes seen in MED4, although
a number of previously undescribed gene combinations were
observed.

genome evolution ! microarrays ! phoB

The oceans play a key role in global nutrient cycling and
climate regulation. The unicellular cyanobacterium Prochlo-

rococcus is a significant contributor to these processes, because
it accounts for !30% of primary productivity in midlatitude
oceans (1). Prochlorococcus is composed of closely related
physiologically distinct cells, enabling proliferation of the group
as a whole over a broad range of environmental conditions (2).
Early observations revealed that there are two genetically and
physiologically distinct types of Prochlorococcus, high-light (HL)
and low-light (LL)-adapted (2), which are distributed differently
in the water column (3, 4). Cells belonging to these two groups
differ not only in light optima and pigmentation (5) but also in
nitrogen (6) and phosphorus (7) utilization capabilities, presum-
ably adaptations that are related to depth-dependent nutrient
concentrations.

The HL and LL groups can be further divided into at least six
clades (two HL- and four LL-adapted) based on the phylogeny
of the 16S"23S rRNA internal transcribed spacer region (8). The
relative abundance of cells belonging to these clades has been
measured in several ocean regions, revealing patterns that agree,
for the most part, with their HL"LL phenotype: HL-adapted
cells dominate the surface mixed layer, and LL-adapted cells
most often dominate in deeper waters (3, 9–12). By combining
physiological studies of isolates and clade abundance in the
ocean, it was recently shown that temperature, in addition to
light, is an important determinant of the ocean-scale abundance
of these six phylogenetic clades (12). Based on the observed
correlations between phylogenetic origin, physiological proper-

ties, and environmental distributions, these six clades are con-
sidered ecotypes, i.e., distinct phylogenetic clades with ecolog-
ically relevant physiological differences (2, 13).

A closer examination of physiological properties among cul-
tured isolates reveals variability that is not consistent with their
phylogenetic relationships. For example, some LL-adapted
strains can use nitrite as sole nitrogen source, whereas others
require ammonium (6). Moreover, one HL-adapted strain
(MED4) can grow on organic phosphates as a sole phosphorus
source, whereas another (MIT9312) and a LL-adapted strain
(MIT9313) cannot (7). Thus strains with similar temperature and
light optima for growth can vary in nutrient assimilation capa-
bilities. This implies that nutrient adaptation has occurred more
recently than adaptation to light and temperature gradients. One
mechanism for rapid adaptation to a specific environment is the
acquisition of genes by lateral transfer. Indeed, several key genes
involved in nutrient assimilation in Prochlorococcus are thought
to be of foreign origin (13), and we have recently identified
variable genomic islands in Prochlorococcus, thought to have
arisen by lateral gene transfer (14), that contain a number of
genes involved in nutrient assimilation.

To better understand the relationship between variability in
nutrient acquisition mechanisms, phylogeny, and light adapta-
tion, we undertook a detailed analysis of phosphate (P) acqui-
sition in Prochlorococcus. We first identified P-starvation-
induced genes in HL- and LL-adapted isolates using DNA
microarrays. Having identified these genes, we then analyzed
their distribution among the genomes of 11 phylogenetically
diverse Prochlorococcus strains. Finally, we compared these
findings with the collective P-acquisition gene content of a
natural Prochlorococcus population from the surface waters of
the Sargasso Sea, which is periodically P-limited.

Results and Discussion
Identification of Differentially Expressed Genes Under P Starvation.
To determine genes involved in the P-starvation response in
Prochlorococcus, we subjected strains MED4 (HL-adapted) and
MIT9313 (LL-adapted) to abrupt P limitation and monitored
changes in gene expression. To initially map the time course of
the response, we used quantitative RT-PCR to measure expres-
sion levels of pstS, which encodes a periplasmic P-binding protein
known to be induced under P-limiting conditions in many
cyanobacteria, including MED4 (15). The temporal profile of the
P-starvation response differed significantly between the two
strains. In MED4, the transcript level of pstS began to increase
12 h after cells were resuspended in P-free medium (Fig. 1A) and
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Populations switch from inorganic to organic forms (Pi, esters, phosphonates)

Phosphorus



The frequency of genes reflects selection under local environmental conditions

Commentary by Coleman, 2021



The frequency of genes reflects selection under local environmental conditions

Commentary by Coleman, 2021





Future warming
Stratification

Nutrients Nutrients

Large potential impact on marine life and carbon 
sequestration

Uncertainty: 
1. Physical link between warming and stratification
2. Ecosystem resilience

Difficult to quantify nutrient stress over large 
spatial and temporal scales

Solution:
Combination of large-scale genomics +
Regulation of C:chlorophyll from remote sensing



Diagnosing nutrient stress

eDNA:
Biomarkers for type and severity nutrient stress

Physiology:
Cells adjust chlorophyll in response to 
light and nutrient stress

Laws and Bannister, 1980



Remote sensing of nutrient stress

Chlorophyll
Backscattering -> Cphyto

PAR
Light attenuation (Kd)

+ Mixed layer depth (HYCOM)

Remote sensing ‘ingredients’Isolating nutrient stress signal

Θobs = chl / Cphyto
µ ~ Θ x PAR

Θ’ = Θobs / Θphoto
Θphoto = f(PAR, Kd, MLD)
(i.e., photo-acclimation effect)

Θ’      with nutrient limitation

Θphoto is described in Behrenfeld et al., 2015

From MODIS
(can also use SeaWiFS - or PACE)



Remote sensing of nutrient stress

Chlorophyll
Backscattering -> Cphyto

PAR
Light attenuation (Kd)

+ Mixed layer depth (HYCOM)

Remote sensing ‘ingredients’Isolating nutrient stress signal

Θobs = chl / Cphyto
µ ~ Θ x PAR

Θ’ = Θobs / Θphoto
Θphoto = f(PAR, Kd, MLD)
(i.e., photo-acclimation effect)

Θ’      with nutrient limitation
From MODIS

(can also use SeaWiFS - or PACE)
Θphoto is described in Behrenfeld et al., 2015



Strong correspondence between environment conditions, 
genomics, and remote sensing of nutrient stress

Observed nut stress w. MODIS Θ’ 
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Estimated from Nutricline and biomarkers 
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Type of nutrient stress important

Env. model

Eastern Pacific section (P18)
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We tested the correlation between 
~6000 genes vs. theta’

N stress genes consistent had 
highest (negative) correlation

A model with P stress genes 
improved fit

Θ’ pred.  ~ environmental factors + genes

Depressed growth Fast growth



Type of nutrient stress important

Env. model

Indian Ocean section (I09N)
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Mean global nutrient stress

Higher nutrient stress in subtropical gyres

Lower nutrient stress in upwelling regions

Southern hemisphere bias



Mean and seasonal nutrient stress

Clear seasonal cycles in thetaPrime - and nutrient stress

Jan Apr

Jul Oct

+ Stress - Stress



Climate cycles in nutrient stress

First interannual principal component from EOF analysis
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Link to ENSO cycles



Climate cycles in nutrient stress

2002 20222012 2002 20222012

Link to ENSO cycles Link to PDO cycles
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Contemporary change in 
nutrient stress vs. temperature

Environmental trend (yr-1)
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Contemporary change in 
nutrient stress vs. temperature

Environmental trend (yr-1)
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Temperature (+0.4˚C)

ThetaPrime 

+ Nutrient stress

+ Temperature

SSTΘ’

Lower growth rate linked to warming!!



Future warming
Stratification

Iron + N Iron + N

Iron is also an important nutrient

Limits productivity in many regions 
(including upwelling/HNLC regions)

Vertical supply of iron will also decline

Some iron is also supplied via dust (aeolian)

Dust Fe is NOT regulated by stratification

Dust (Iron)

Led by Amy Nuno
Student recruited for this project



Future warming
Stratification

Iron + N Iron + N

Iron is also an important nutrient

Limits productivity in many regions 
(including upwelling/HNLC regions)

Vertical supply of iron will also decline

Some iron is also supplied via dust (aeolian)

Dust deposition is NOT regulated by stratification

We can use ocean color fluorescence 
to detect iron stress

Dust (Iron)



Biochemical mechanism linking Fe 
limitation with fluorescence

Iron is required for photosynthesis 

photosystem Ⅰ (PSⅠ) and photosystem Ⅱ 
(PSⅡ) 

PSⅠ has greater iron quota than PSⅡ

Laboratory studies have shown that under iron 
stress there is an increase in PSⅡ: PSⅠ ratio

PSⅡ emits most fluorescence 

Fluorescence quantum yield (Φsat):  
fluorescence / absorbed light

Φsat ~ Fe Stress
Behrenfeld et al., 2009

FLH



SpringFall

• Equatorial Pacific has elevated ɸsat
• Inconsistencies from what we know from in-situ iron limitation data
• Expected elevated ɸsat  values in the North Pacific and Southern Ocean 

• Requires reevaluation 

Low	Fe	Stress High	Fe	Stress

Behrenfeld et al (2009) study



MODIS-Aqua reprocessing 2022 vs 2018 nFLH

a 2022 > 2018

2018 > 2022

Chlorophyll (mg m-3)
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Genomic ValidationIron Stress Proxy ɸsat Genomic Iron Stress 



Iron Stress Proxy ɸsat

Low	Iron	Stress High	Iron	Stress

Climatological Mean 
(2002-2023)





86% show a decline in nutrient stress

Long-term decline in Fe stress

Most of the decline is occurring in subtropical 
gyre regions



Summary
• Integration of ‘omics and remote sensing -> mechanistic 

understanding of phytoplankton growth regulation
• N stress leads to a stronger depression in theta’ compared to P
• Remote sensing of iron stress show new regions of high iron stress
• Reveals global spatio-temporal variation in nutrient stress
• Link to ENSO cycles with higher eastern equatorial macronutrient 

stress during El Nino
• Link to climate warming -> widespread increase in macronutrient 

stress
• Link to climate warming -> widespread decrease in iron stress



Summary
• Integration of ‘omics and remote sensing -> mechanistic 

understanding of phytoplankton growth regulation
• N stress leads to a stronger depression in theta’ compared to P
• Remote sensing of iron stress show new regions of high iron stress
• Reveals global spatio-temporal variation in nutrient stress
• Link to ENSO cycles with higher eastern equatorial macronutrient 

stress during El Nino
• Link to climate warming -> widespread increase in macronutrient 

stress
• Link to climate warming -> widespread decrease in iron stressThank You 

Questions?


